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> New developments in 2019

> Planned developments for 2020

> Feedback from users via TP survey and others  

Agenda 

Questions are welcome during the presentation 
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Developed in 2019
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Developments in 2019 have been focused on improving the user experience 

> In the TP GUI 

> In the APIs 

> In the Export Wizard 

> In the UMM section 

Overview 

Overview of developments 
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Get your data export quickly!
Seamless usage of graphical user interface and download functionality  
Save a lot of clicks! 

1. Direct download 

Link to demonstration video here [1m 46s] 

https://vimeo.com/entsog/review/375737928/cba0a3f3b2
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Make it easy to build and test your API calls 

> Set the dates right 

> Use the right indicator names

> Check the time limit 

> Improve the “design” phase of building your APIs 

2. COPY API Call from search queries 

Link to demonstration video here [52s] 

https://vimeo.com/entsog/review/375737789/6ce0b67873
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e.g. Making the use of “Recently Viewed Items” more obvious… 

3. Improved user interface in export wizard 

Intuitive and clear! 
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Added (P-in-P)

Added Pipe-in-Pipe column

4. Increased visibility of Pipe-in-Pipe situations

Visibility!
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More filters added to the page for faster access to the information

> ‘Operator’ as page filter

> ‘Is Latest version?’ as added column and page filter 

> Each UMM can be opened as individual pop-up containing the history of that UMM 

> COPY API Call function also available in Export Wizard for UMMs  

5. Improved UMM page

Link to demonstration video here [1m:1s] 

https://vimeo.com/entsog/review/375738429/ac1d027526
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Alternative to RSS feeds 
Can be configured for operators, dates and event status
COPY API call is available to help you build you API 

6. UMM APIs 

Link to demonstration video here [1m:7s]

https://vimeo.com/entsog/review/375738321/0bf9b22aca
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Will provide an overview of European Balancing Zones
Easy access to data points for balancing zones  

7. New balancing zone map 

Link to demonstration video here [45 sec]

https://vimeo.com/entsog/review/375738214/491e42937a
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Better information to users about what information is delayed 

> Operational data including CMP information 

> UMMs 

> Status is updated every 5 minutes  

8. Improved status indicator (incl. UMMs)

Link to demonstration video here [18s] 

https://vimeo.com/entsog/review/375738880/0e370f6d85
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Additional fields added to the Point information download

> Information about the adjacent Operator

> Information about the adjacent Zone

Updated user manual

> List of content added

> New section added for UMMs

> Updates ongoing to represent the current situation

Technology upgrade

> Upgrade to front-end solution has started

Other improvements

Link to demonstration videos here and here [58 sec + 33 sec] 

https://transparency.entsog.eu/pdf/ENTSOG-TP-User-Manual_v_4.2.pdf
https://vimeo.com/entsog/review/375738643/09eb83c758
https://vimeo.com/entsog/review/375738103/b53847647d
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Planned updates 
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> Updated logic for CMP

▪ Align search queries with other data parts on the TP 

▪ Added optional Auction Dates to the CMP Unsuccessful Request information

> Technology upgrade 

▪ Update software behind TP 

> Improvements to the interruptions information

> Further improvement to user interface in export wizard and updated report templates 

▪ Clean up old redundant fields 

▪ Ensure consistent structure 

> Add dedicated URLs to the different UMMs sections for faster access

Planned updates 

User friendliness improvements 
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Planned: Preferences

Define your own default settings
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Planned: Archiving page

All archived information available to download
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Planned: TP Announcement section 

All announcements available to download
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Online trainings 
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• Broad representation of companies from traders, TSOs, shippers and business analysts 
amongst attendees

• Good feedback from participants
• So far 3 sessions concluded in 2019
• 4th and last online training will take place 17 December 2019 13.00-15.00
• 4 more session planned for 2020 divided over the year

Online training 

A video version of the training will be released in January 2020 

SIGN UP HERE

https://www.entsog.eu/online-webinars-tp-users
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New Power Query video released in Vimeo page, link.  

APIs and Excel as database 

More information about ENTSOG’s APIs are in the API manual 

FIND IT HERE 

https://vimeo.com/user/17953736/folder/1159935
https://transparency.entsog.eu/pdf/TP_REG715_Documentation_TP_API_v1.4.pdf
https://vimeo.com/user/17953736/folder/1159935
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Feedback from TP survey 
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Standing survey since 2017 with annual follow-up
Responses since last workshop in 2018: 3 

> Commercial: 2  

> MP Association: 1  

> Collected via links in newsletters and a link on the Transparency Platform 

Overview of feedback from standing survey

Not enough responses to make a general statement about the TP 
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Calendar section It would be useful seeing some summary charts in order to better display the 
volumes impacted by the maintenances

> In general, the TP is based on capacity energy units and not on volumes. Nonetheless, ENTSOG will discuss with 
TSOs if a graphical overview of the maintenance impact can be designed, based on capacity energy units. 

TP User Manual It would be useful having a more detailed manual on the API functionalities 
with several examples

> Already available via the PowerQuery video and in details from online trainings.  

Response suggestions 

ENTSOG and the TSOs value the suggestion from stakeholders and discuss them internally. 
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Automatic download (API) the API should be available for a quicker download and access of 
large amounts of data (larger than now).

> ENTSOG is constantly working on improving the speed of the API function

> The 60 sec timeout rule serves as an efficient protection mechanism against “bombardments” from big data 
consumers 

> Using the “Copy API Call” feature provides you with good performing API calls

Data completeness The data from some TSO's is obsolete and / or not updated frequently, 
mainly tariffs and available capacity.

> ENTSOG and TSOs are checking and updating the data as required 

▪ Available capacity following the auctions - Overall data completeness is 97 %  

▪ Tariffs following the tariff periods and annual auctions in July 

Response suggestions 

Specific data issues are shared with the TSOs  
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Other suggestions Important to "define" and 'promote' user cases - they will drive 
"improvement". Only asking 'how' to improve is without meaning......

> ENTSOG is trying to do this in several ways. Such as: 

▪ Videos posted on Vimeo

▪ Online trainings

▪ Public Workshops

Response suggestions 

User cases are quite subjective 
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Feedback from TP users 
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> Questions why provisional data is not confirmed 

▪ TSOs are not obliged to publish confirmed data, only correct data, except for GCVs which should be ‘Confirmed’ 

> Overall data quality questions

▪ TSOs provided explanations on the published information and provide guidance on how to interpret the 
information published

▪ In cases of errors the TSOs have updated the information

▪ TSOs are checking their publications on a regular basis and are improving the information where needed

Questions from users

TSOs continue to update the data as required in Reg (EC) 715/2009
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> API calls are too limited with 60 seconds time-out

▪ ENTSOG is constantly working on improving the performance of the API function

▪ The 60 sec timeout rule serves as an efficient protection mechanism against “bombardments” from big data 
consumers 

▪ Gas data is updated on hourly basis, not minutes or seconds and with good configurations, the APIs can deliver 
data within the 60 second rule

▪ Using the “Copy API Call” feature provides you with good performing API calls 

> API calls are too difficult to use 

▪ API User manual is updated twice 

▪ Online training provided 

▪ A PowerQuery video released, explaining the various APIs and giving an example how to use the APIs with 
Power Query 

▪ “Copy API Call” functionality is added to help creating APIs

Questions from users

ENTSOG continues to provide support and tutorials to users and improve the API performance. 
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> Last update date → “updatedSince”, yes/no 

▪ User can use the “updatedSince” filter that already exist in the various API calls  

> Transpose records to show operational data on the same record, e.g. physical flows and GCV values in one line 

▪ They way the information is now offered allows the user to, for example via Power Pivot, to show the data as in 
that manner

▪ Minimise the changes of impacts on APIs for users 

Questions from users

ENTSOG provides data and expect users to work with the data by themselves in other tools like Excel 
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Some feedback is also given outside the official channels → smaller bugs and suggestions 
taken on board on ad-hoc basis 

Limited input to the survey → Market seems satisfied?  

ENTSOG and TSOs hope for more feedback during the Q&A session 

Link to stakeholder survey: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TP-PUB

Conclusions 

ENTSOG hopes for more feedback from the survey and the workshop 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TP-PUB
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